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Bread And Circuses: Historical Sociology And Political Pluralism
This volume explores the political, cultural, and ecclesiastical forces that linked the metropolis of Byzantium to the margins of its farflung empire. Focusing on the provincial region of Hellas and Peloponnesos in central and southern Greece, Judith Herrin shows
how the prestige of Constantinople was reflected in the military, civilian, and ecclesiastical officials sent out to govern the provinces.
She evokes the ideology and culture of the center by examining different aspects of the imperial court, including diplomacy,
ceremony, intellectual life, and relations with the church. Particular topics treat the transmission of mathematical manuscripts, the
burning of offensive material, and the church's role in distributing philanthropy. Herrin contrasts life in the capital with provincial life,
tracing the adaptation of a largely rural population to rule by Constantinople from the early medieval period onward. The letters of
Michael Choniates, archbishop of Athens from 1182 to 1205, offer a detailed account of how this highly educated cleric coped with
life in an imperial backwater, and demonstrate a synthesis of ancient Greek culture and medieval Christianity that was characteristic
of the Byzantine elite. This collection of essays spans the entirety of Herrin's influential career and draws together a significant body
of scholarship on problems of empire. It features a general introduction, two previously unpublished essays, and a concise
introduction to each essay that describes how it came to be written and how it fits into her broader analysis of the unusual brilliance
and longevity of Byzantium.
Examines the effects of television culture on how we conduct our public affairs and how "entertainment values" corrupt the way we
think.
Introduction to Sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical, one-semester introductory sociology course. It offers
comprehensive coverage of core concepts, foundational scholars, and emerging theories, which are supported by a wealth of
engaging learning materials. The textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich questions, discussions that help students
apply their knowledge, and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways. The second edition retains the book's
conceptual organization, aligning to most courses, and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and provide
examples most relevant to today's students. In order to help instructors transition to the revised version, the 2e changes are
described within the preface. The images in this textbook are grayscale. Authors include: Heather Griffiths, Nathan Keirns, Eric
Strayer, Susan Cody-Rydzewski, Gail Scaramuzzo, Tommy Sadler, Sally Vyain, Jeff Bry, Faye Jones
Cities in the ancient world relied on private generosity to provide many basic amenities, as well as expecting leading citizens to pay
for 'bread and circuses' - free food and public entertainment. This collection of essays by leading scholars from the UK and USA
explores the important phenomenon of benefaction and public patronage in Roman Italy. Ranging from the late republican period to
the later Roman Empire, the contributions cover a wide range of topics, including the impact of benefactions and benefactors on the
urban development of Roman Italy, on cultural and economic activity, and on the changing role of games and festivals in Roman
society. They also explore the relationship between communities and their benefactors, whether these were local notables,
senators, or the emperor himself, and examine how the nature of benefaction changed under the Empire.
The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (A Hunger Games Novel)
Euergetism and Municipal Patronage in Roman Italy
Authority across the Byzantine Empire
Reform and Repression in Saudi Arabia
Labor, Leisure, and the Rise of Mass Consumption
Writing History
Government, Discipline and the Subject of Violence
"Twenty-Sixth Annual Klutznick-Harris Symposium, October 27 and October 28, 2013, in Omaha, Nebraska."
This original study draws on the results of latest archaeological discoveries to describe London's Roman origins. It offers a wealth of new
information from one of the world's richest and most intensively studied archaeological sites.
Lively and well written, Bread and Circuses analyzes theories that have treated mass culture as either a symptom or a cause of social
decadence. Discussing many of the most influential and representative theories of mass culture, it ranges widely from Greek and Roman
origins, through Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, Ortega y Gasset, T. S. Eliot, and the theorists of the Frankfurt Institute, down to Marshall McLuhan
and Daniel Bell, Brantlinger considers the many versions of negative classicism and shows how the belief in the historical inevitability of
social decay—a belief today perpetuated by the mass media themselves—has become the dominant view of mass culture in our time. While
not defending mass culture in its present form, Brantlinger argues that the view of culture implicit in negative classicism obscures the question
of how the media can best be used to help achieve freedom and enlightenment on a truly democratic basis.
This book traces the relations between the organization of violence and social and political order from ancient Rome to early modern Europe.
Following the work of Michel Foucault, the author studies the ways authority, obedience and forms of self-conduct were produced by the
micro-techniques used to govern the bodies of violence deployed in different forms of warfare.
A Comparative Historical Analysis
London in the Roman World
Debt
The Coalition Effect, 2010–2015
Sociological Studies in Roman History
Historical Sociology and Political Pluralism
The Public Gift in the Greek Cities from the Homeric World to Late Antiquity

Historically, few topics have attracted as much scholarly, professional, or popular attention as food and eating—as one
might expect, considering the fundamental role of food in basic human survival. Almost daily, a new food documentary,
cooking show, diet program, food guru, or eating movement arises to challenge yesterday’s dietary truths and the ways
we think about dining. This work brings together voices from a wide range of disciplines, providing a fascinating feast of
scholarly perspectives on food and eating practices, contemporary and historic, local and global. Nineteen essays cover
a vast array of food-related topics, including the ever-increasing problems of agricultural globalization, the contemporary
mass-marketing of a formerly grassroots movement for organic food production, the Food Network’s successful
mediation of social class, the widely popular phenomenon of professional competitive eating and current trends in
“culinary tourism” and fast food advertising. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
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Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive him. But power has its price. It is the morning of the reaping that will kick
off the tenth annual Hunger Games. In the Capitol, eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow is preparing for his one shot at
glory as a mentor in the Games. The once-mighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its fate hanging on the slender
chance that Coriolanus will be able to outcharm, outwit, and outmaneuver his fellow students to mentor the winning
tribute. The odds are against him. He's been given the humiliating assignment of mentoring the female tribute from
District 12, the lowest of the low. Their fates are now completely intertwined - every choice Coriolanus makes could lead
to favor or failure, triumph or ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a fight to the death. Outside the arena, Coriolanus starts to
feel for his doomed tribute . . . and must weigh his need to follow the rules against his desire to survive no matter what it
takes.
Economic history states that money replaced a bartering system, yet there isn't any evidence to support this axiom.
Anthropologist Graeber presents a stunning reversal of this conventional wisdom. For more than 5000 years, humans
have used elaborate credit systems to buy and sell goods. Since the beginning of the agrarian empires, humans have
been divided into debtors and creditors. Through time, virtual credit money was replaced by gold and the system as a
whole went into decline. This fascinating history is told for the first time.
Economists say there is a limit to what we gain by buying consumer goods. Americans say they want to work less. Yet
we continue toiling away and use the proceeds to buy, buy, buy. Why? Stephen Rosenberg offers a novel theory, arguing
that workers have learned to treat goods as stores of potential free time, legitimating endless wage work.
An Essay in Historical Sociology
Introduction to Sociology 2e
Key Concepts in Social Research
Theorizing Practices
Its Meaning and Mission
Decadence and Literature
Theories of Mass Culture As Social Decay
The field of sports history is no longer a fledgling area of study. There is a great vitality in the field and it has matured
dramatically over the past decade. Reflecting changes to traditional approaches, sport historians need now to engage with
contemporary debates about history, to be encouraged to position themselves and their methodologies in relation to
current epistemological issues, and to promote the importance of reflecting on the literary or poetic dimensions of
producing history. These contemporary developments, along with a wealth of international research from a range of
theoretical perspectives, provide the backdrop to the new Routledge Companion to Sports History. This book provides a
comprehensive guide to the international field of sports history as it has developed as an academic area of study. Readers
are guided through the development of the field across a range of thematic and geographical contexts and are introduced
to the latest cutting edge approaches within the field. Including contributions from many of the world’s leading sports
historians, the Routledge Companion to Sports History is the most important single volume for researchers and students
in, and entering, the sports history field. It is an essential guide to contemporary research themes, to new ways of doing
sports history, and to the theoretical and methodological foundations of this most fascinating of subjects.
The Holy Spirit, being given as a gift in the opening chapters of Acts, initiates and sustains the early Jesus community,
empowering their teaching, unity, meals, sharing of possessions and worship.
Based on the records of a murder trial that transfixed all of Italy in the late 1870s, this study makes use of a dramatic
court case to develop a new paradigm for the history of emotions - the 'emotional arena'. Set in the decade following
Italian unification, the context was one of notable cultural variety. An as-yet unexplored aspect of this was that the
experience and expression of emotions were as variable as the regions making up the new nation. Through a close
examination of the spaces in which daily lives, loves, and deaths unfolded - from marital homes to places of socializing and
entertainment, to a Roman court room - Mark Seymour explores the way social 'arenas' are crucial to the historical
development of emotional cultural rules. The narrative is driven by the failed marriage of a decorated but allegedly
impotent Risorgimento soldier, his wife's scandalous affair with a virile circus artiste (who had a string of previous lovers),
and the illicit new couple's murder of the hapless husband. Hundreds of witnesses - from local professionals to servants
and even circus clowns - interviewed across the length and breadth of the peninsula, left their personal views on marriage,
sexuality, and infidelity. These provide an extraordinary series of peepholes into little-known areas of the new nation's
social fabric. A careful yet imaginative reading of the prosecution records, as well as contemporary newspaper coverage,
allows reconstruction of the highly emotional experiences of all those touched by this extraordinary story. The result is a
classic Italian micro-history with relevance for today's emotionally volatile times.
Refusing a false dichotomy between 'politics' and 'religion' in Jesus' world (and our own), Richard A. Horsley explores
Jesus' response to the imperial power of his day. Jesus and the Powers highlight the relevance of political realities under
great empires for the rise of covenantal theology and apocalyptic vision in Israel's history; situates aspects of Jesus'
prophetic and exorcising activity in the context of the Roman Empire; and shows how the character of his death by
crucifixion itself galvanized the movement around him as his followers shaped a new community life in the shadow of
imperial powers.
The Evolution of the Late Antique World
Jesus and the Powers
Ancient History: Key Themes and Approaches
The Spirit as Gift in Acts
Routledge Companion to Sports History
Dark Vanishings
Amusing Ourselves to Death

Taking in a wide range of visual and textual materials, Linda Kalof in Looking at Animals in Human History
unearths many surprising and revealing examples of our depictions of animals.
Ancient History: Key Themes and Approaches is a sourcebook of writings on ancient history. It presents over
500 of the most important stimulating and provocative arguments by modern writers on the subject, and as
such constitutes an invaluable reference resource. The first section deals with different aspects of life in the
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ancient world, such as democracy, imperialism, slavery and sexuality, while the second section covers the
ideas of key ancient historians and other writers on classical antiquity. Overall this book offers an invaluable
introduction to the most important ideas, theories and controversies in ancient history, and a thoughtprovoking survey of the range of views and approaches to the subject.
The greatly anticipated final book in the New York Times bestselling Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins.
This book adopts a new approach to the classical world by focusing on ancient popular culture.
Mockingjay (Hunger Games, Book Three)
Domination and Resistance
Conquerors and Slaves
Food for Thought
Benefactors and the Polis
The Spirit’s Empowerment of the Early Jesus Community
Class, Masculinity and Queer Appropriation
Bread and CircusesHistorical Sociology and Political PluralismPenguin Group USA
Since their birth in the late 1960’s as a working class subcultural response to what was seen as a feminised, bourgeoishippy parent culture, the skinhead has since held a semi-mythological status amongst the UK’s street tribes. But from the
off, queer undercurrents inevitably ran through skinhead culture, as shaven heads, shiny DMs and tight Levis fed inevitably
into fantasies and fetishes based around notions of ultra-masculinity. In this updated 1996 mini classic, Murray Healy looks
into the myths and misapprehensions surrounding Gay Skins, exploring fascism, fetishism, class , sexuality and gender.
Analyses elite public generosity as a structural feature of the polis throughout all periods of ancient Greek history.
Collected essays by Cambridge sociologist Keith Hopkins - one of the most radical, innovative and influential Roman
historians of his generation.
Problematics of Military Power
Studies in Jewish Civilization 26
The First 5,000 Years
Life, Love, and Death in 1870s Italy
Understanding Philanthropy
Gay Skins
Time for Things

The enormous size of the Roman empire and the length of time it endured call for an understanding of the institutions which
sustained it. In this book, Keith Hopkins, who is both classicist and sociologist, uses various sociological concepts and methods to
gain new insights into how traditional Roman institutions changed as the Romans acquired their empire. He examines the chain
reactions resulting from increased wealth; various aspects of slavery, especially manumission and the cost of freedom; the curious
phenomenon of the political power wielded by eunuchs at court; and in the final chapter he discusses the Roman emperor's divinity
and the circulation of untrue stories, which were a currency of the political system. Professor Hopkins has developed an exciting
approach to social questions in antiquity and his book should be of interest to all students of ancient history and of historical
sociology.
Decadence and Literature explains how the concept of decadence developed since Roman times into a major cultural trope with
broad explanatory power. No longer just a term of opprobrium for mannered art or immoral behaviour, decadence today describes
complex cultural and social responses to modernity in all its forms. From the Roman emperor's indulgence in luxurious excess as
both personal vice and political control, to the Enlightenment libertine's rational pursuit of hedonism, to the nineteenth-century
dandy's simultaneous delight and distaste with modern urban life, decadence has emerged as a way of taking cultural stock of major
social changes. These changes include the role of women in forms of artistic expression and social participation formerly reserved
for men, as well as the increasing acceptance of LGBTQ+ relationships, a development with a direct relationship to decadence.
Today, decadence seems more important than ever to an informed understanding of contemporary anxieties and uncertainties.
Discusses the practice of civic giving in Ancient Greece and Rome and its role in support of the political system and the social order,
and in the orderly redistribution of wealth
Philanthropy has existed in various forms in all cultures and civilizations throughout history, yet most people know little about it and
its distinctive place in our lives. Why does philanthropy exist? Why do people so often turn to philanthropy when we want to make the
world a better place? In essence, what is philanthropy? These fundamental questions are tackled in this engaging and original book.
Written by one of the founding figures in the field of philanthropic studies, Robert L. Payton, and his former student sociologist
Michael P. Moody, Understanding Philanthropy presents a new way of thinking about the meaning and mission of philanthropy.
Weaving together accessible theoretical explanations with fascinating examples of philanthropic action, this book advances key
scholarly debates about philanthropy and offers practitioners a way of explaining the rationale for their nonprofit efforts.
The Animal Rights Struggle
Discourse on the Extinction of Primitive Races, 1800–1930
Essay on Epistemology
Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business
Conflict, Covenant, and the Hope of the Poor
Comparative Political Thought

This book is a major addition to undergraduate reading lists. It is reliable, allows for easy
transference to essays and exams and easy to use, and exceptionally clearly written for student
consumption. Topics range over qualitative and quantitative approaches and combine practical
considerations with philosophical issues.
The nature of power - one of the central concerns in social science - is the main theme of this widePage 3/4
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ranging book. Introducing a much broader historical and geographical comparative understanding of
domination and resistance than is available elsewhere, the editors and contributors offer a wealth of
perspectives and case studies. They illustrate the application of these ideas to issues as diverse as
ritualized space, the nature of hierarchy in non-capitalist contexts and the production of
archaeological discourse. Drawing on considerable experience in promoting interaction between
archaeology and other disciplines concerned with ideology, power and social transformation, the editors
have brought together a stimulating book that will be of widespread interest amongst students of
archaeology, ancient history, sociology, anthropology and human geography.
Studie over waarom de Griekse en Romeinse keizers en hun notabelen zich verplicht zagen om de armen te
voorzien van brood en vermaak.
This edited book introduces students and scholars to Comparative Political Thought. Featuring
contributions from an excellent international line-up of esteemed scholars it examines some of the
following issues: Is political theory 'Western-centric'? What can we learn from non-Western traditions
of political thought? How do we compare different strands of national and regional political thought?
Political thought in China, India, the Middle East and Latin America Islamic political thought
Political thought in the wake of post-colonialism This is a much-needed overview of this key emerging
area and will be of interest to all tsudents of political theory, thought and philosophy.
Essays in Honour of David Luscombe
Looking at Animals in Human History
Knowledge, Discipline and Power in the Middle Ages
The Evolution of International Society
The Son King
Emotional Arenas
Essays on Eating and Culture
The essential verdict on Britain's first coalition government since the Second World War delivered by an unrivalled team
of experts.
This collection of essays is based on a conference in honour of David Luscombe held at the University of Sheffield in
September 2006 under the title "Knowledge, Discipline and Power in the Middle Ages."
From the beginning of the 19th century to the present day, a host of campaigners have denounced the mistreatment of
animals. Relying on a comparison of the British and French experiences, this book retraces the various strands of the
animal protection movement, from their origins to their continuing impact on current debates. The story of the collective
mobilizations behind the struggle for animal rights sheds light on several crucial processes in our social and political
history: changes in sensibilities and socially approved emotions; the definition of what constitutes legitimate violence; the
establishment of norms designed to change what constitutes morally acceptable practices; rivalry between elites having
differing conceptions of the forms authority should take; the influence of religious belief on militant activities; and the
effects of gender discrimination.-Patrick Brantlinger here examines the commonly held nineteenth-century view that all "primitive" or "savage" races
around the world were doomed sooner or later to extinction. Warlike propensities and presumed cannibalism were
regarded as simultaneously noble and suicidal, accelerants of the downfall of other races after contact with white
civilization. Brantlinger finds at the heart of this belief the stereotype of the self-exterminating savage, or the view that
"savagery" is a sufficient explanation for the ultimate disappearance of "savages" from the grand theater of world history.
Humanitarians, according to Brantlinger, saw the problem in the same terms of inevitability (or doom) as did scientists
such as Charles Darwin and Thomas Henry Huxley as well as propagandists for empire such as Charles Wentworth Dilke
and James Anthony Froude. Brantlinger analyzes the Irish Famine in the context of ideas and theories about primitive
races in North America, Australia, New Zealand, and elsewhere. He shows that by the end of the nineteenth century,
especially through the influence of the eugenics movement, extinction discourse was ironically applied to "the great white
race" in various apocalyptic formulations. With the rise of fascism and Nazism, and with the gradual renewal of aboriginal
populations in some parts of the world, by the 1930s the stereotypic idea of "fatal impact" began to unravel, as did also
various more general forms of race-based thinking and of social Darwinism.
'Bread and Circuses'
Wealth and Poverty in Jewish Tradition
Bread and Circuses
Margins and Metropolis
Popular Culture in the Ancient World

In 2018, journalist Jamal Khashoggi was murdered by Saudi regime operatives, shocking the international community and
tarnishing the reputation of Muhammad bin Salman, the kingdom's young, reformist crown prince. Domestically, bin Salman's
reforms have proven divisive, and his adoption of populist nationalism and fierce repression of diverse critical voices--religious
scholars, feminists and dissident youth--have failed to silence a vibrant and well-connected Saudi society. Madawi Al-Rasheed
lays bare the world of repression behind the crown prince's reforms. She dissects the Saudi regime's propaganda and progressive
new image, while also dismissing Orientalist views that despotism is the only pathway to stable governance in the Middle East.
Charting old and new challenges to the fragile Saudi nation from the kingdom's very inception, this blistering book exposes the
dangerous contradictions at the heart of the Son King's Saudi Arabia.
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